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INSTRUCTION

Some statements are given in this booklet, related to your personality. Please go through them carefully. There are six answers of a single statement. Please tick (_/ ) mark only to that answer to which you strongly agree. You are required to tick ( □ ) mark to only one answer of each statement. Please try to attempt all the statements. There is no time limit but still try your best to complete it at the earliest.

1. How much liking do I have in breaking the rules of the family, if needed.....
   Very much       Much       Ordinary       Less       Very Less       Not at all
   □               □           □                 □           □                □

2. How much anger do I experience when people do not accept reasonable things.....
   Very much       Much       Ordinary       Less       Very Less       Not at all
   □               □           □                 □           □                □

3. How far do I feel it proper to break the social traditions when they obstruct in my way.
   Very much       Much       Ordinary       Less       Very Less       Not at all
   □               □           □                 □           □                □

4. How much do I like to do daring things........
   Very much       Much       Ordinary       Less       Very Less       Not at all
   □               □           □                 □           □                □

5. How much do I like dreadful warriors in a pitched battle......
   Very much       Much       Ordinary       Less       Very Less       Not at all
   □               □           □                 □           □                □

6. How much do I think of beating one who abuses me......
   Very much       Much       Ordinary       Less       Very Less       Not at all
   □               □           □                 □           □                □

7. How much do I like to see movies that are full of fighting scenes.....
   Very much       Much       Ordinary       Less       Very Less       Not at all
   □               □           □                 □           □                □
8. How much anger do I experience even in small events......
   Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □
9. How much do I agree in 'tit for tat'......
   Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □
10. How much do I like to hang the pictures related to war in all the rooms of my house......
     Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
      □  □  □  □  □  □
11. How much anger do I experience when people do not work according to me......
   Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □
12. How much do I like the pictures of warriors with swords in comparison to others......
    Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
      □  □  □  □  □  □
13. How much anger do I experience in arguments with people......
   Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □
14. How much do I like to think over before arguing......
   Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □
15. How much do I like to tear off my clothes when elders do not agree with me......
   Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □
16. How much do I agree in hitting the colleagues if they make joke of me......
    Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
      □  □  □  □  □  □
17. How much do I like the loud voice of the candidate in the election campaign......
    Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
      □  □  □  □  □  □
18. How much do I like to make friends with those who revolt against society......
    Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
      □  □  □  □  □  □
19. How much do I like to read the stories of the warriors......
    Very much  Much  Ordinary  Less  Very Less  Not at all
      □  □  □  □  □  □
20. How much anger do I experience when people do not consider my opinion. . . . . . .
   Very much Much Ordinary Less Very Less Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □

21. How much feeling of hitting do I experience when a child knowingly does the
   examination Questions wrong. . . . . .
   Very much Much Ordinary Less Very Less Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □

22. How much feeling of discarding a teacher who is irregular do I feel. . . . .
   Very much Much Ordinary Less Very Less Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □

23. How much do I agree to the views that books that are not appropriate to our cultur
   should be torn off and burnt. . . . .
   Very much Much Ordinary Less Very Less Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □

24. How much do I agree to the views that a thief caught red handed should be killed...
   Very much Much Ordinary Less Very Less Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □

25. How much interest do I have in war news in comparison to others. . . . . .
   Very much Much Ordinary Less Very Less Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □

26. How much does the thought of hitting the players of my team occur when they are
   defeated. . . . . .
   Very much Much Ordinary Less Very Less Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □

27. How much anger do I experience when someone is late in returning my thing. . . . .
   Very much Much Ordinary Less Very Less Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □

28. How much do I agree to the thought of hitting my youngsters when they insult me.
   Very much Much Ordinary Less Very Less Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □

29. “I like of organizing exhibition in which pictures of only the brave are included”.
   With this statement I agree. . . . .
   Very much Much Ordinary Less Very Less Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □

30. How much do I agree with the thought of rusticating an undisciplined student from
   the school. . . . .
   Very much Much Ordinary Less Very Less Not at all
   □  □  □  □  □  □